
Abstract 

 

The goal of this diploma thesis is to provide an overview of the increasingly more 

important world of copyright protection as it concerns computer programs. The focus of 

this overview being primarily that of the national law of the Czech Republic, however 

this diploma thesis takes into account international law where applicable as well. The 

thesis begins with an introduction into the very concept of copyright law, the definition 

of a copyrightable work and that of computer programs and terms related therein. What 

follows is a brief account of the history of computer programs and computer programing 

in general as a basis for the following legal perspective into the matter. An international 

overview of the subject matter follows, including a look at key moments from an 

international perspective at the field of copyright protection of computer programs, 

including a brief overview of the Berne Convention, the TRIPS Agreement as well as 

aspects of European Law. Computer programs as subjects of copyright protection, 

including additional classification, are the basis of the next chapter, while an account of 

the specifics of authorship, co-authorship, collective works and works created under 

employment follows thereafter. The subject matter of copyright itself, distinctions 

therein, the subject matter of moral and commercial rights, their core differences as well 

as disposition thereof is the basis of the next chapter. The altogether eight chapter is 

focused on the matter of licence agreements and licences in general, including sections 

concerning the parties of a license agreement, different types of licences, the scope of a 

licence as far as relevant rights are concerned as well as actions undertaken pursuant to a 

successful completion of a contract. Moreover it includes a treatise on the specifics that 

the subject matter of computer programs brings to the area of licence agreements. The 

ninth chapter deals with the various different types of computer programs and the 

restrictions imposed on them as well as the related subject of public licences. The final 

chapters of the thesis then focus on means of protection of computers programs outside 

the scope of copyright, as well as outlining core judgments that have been handed down 

in the area of copyright law as it concerns computer programs. 

 


